
The return is just as important as the ascent. We strive to mount the path up God’s
mountain, to attain the heights of knowledge and insight. We want the next inspiration,
the next special revelation. We love to scale the heights, like Moses walking into the
cloud on Mount Sinai in the expectation of meeting God and receiving from him the
design of his temple, the way of living close to him. We rightly fix our gaze upward,
looking to the mountain from which our help comes. Yet what about our descent from
the mountain, where we rediscover our golden-calf chaos? Do we shatter in rage the
tablets by which we remember what we learned on the mountain?

The descent is just as important as the ascent
because God did not create us to dwell alone
with him on the mountaintop. God made us
mediators of heaven and earth, not purely divine
beings but instead divinity imbued in the dust of
the earth. God does not intend us to cloister
ourselves, to rid ourselves of as many earthly
conditions and relationships as possible,

avoiding all descent as far as we are able. God made the earth good, commanding us to
steward, work, and harvest it. That care, labor, and curation means we must return
down the mountain, indeed must stoop so low as to get ourselves dirty in the soil.

Pastors properly conclude their sermons with takeaways, with applications, which are
simply paths back down the mountain and into the earthly chaos. They are principles
etched on tablets that we are not to break in rage at what we rediscover of our earthly
nature. They are instead for us to carry into the chaos out of which to make God’s rich
order, the marriage of heaven and earth within our souls, as God’s Son did in his own
complete humanity and perfect divinity. We follow the Son who came down the
mountain, not to sequester himself in an abbey or hide within palace walls but to get
his sandals dirty, healing, teaching, and feeding the masses. Let’s climb the mountain
often to see and hear God. But let’s pay just as much attention to what we carry in
descent on our God-given mission.


